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How It Works
Your final product will be complete aerial maps of your field at high resolution. These are available in a 
variety of types and formats for analyzing your crop’s health. You will use your Solo along with the Agri-
botix system to gather photographic data, which can then be turned into these aerial field maps through 
Agribotix cloud processing.

1. First, create an automated flight plan for your Solo using the program Tower on any Android device 
(phone or tablet). This flight plan is uploaded to Solo. 

2. You will then mount one of your modified GoPro cameras onto Solo, set to take pictures at a regular 
interval. 

3. With the camera ready, you will launch the Solo and it will automatically execute the flight path you 
recently uploaded to it. 

4. Once the flight is complete, you will use the program FarmLens Uploader to format and upload your 
images to FarmLens.

5. After a number of hours, you will receive email notification that your results are ready. Log into Farm-
Lens to view and download the results.
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Required Components

• Agribotix modified GoPro 4 cameras (NIR and RGB)

• An account with FarmLens
 This is the Agribotix web application where you will upload photo sets for processing. 
 Sign up at agco.agribotix.com.

• A Windows PC (Windows 7 or newer)
 There are a few required Windows applications:
 

    FarmLens Uploader -  This is the Agribotix desktop application for formatting and uploading  
  your photo sets to FarmLens. 
  Download this from the ‘Downloads’ tab when signed into FarmLens.
 

 
 
 
• An Android device
 We recommend using a Nexus 9. It is also better to have a data plan so you can use cellular networks,  
 although this is not required. On this device, you will need to install the following applications, all available  
 on the Google Play store:
 

  ClockSync -  Monitors the time offset between your Android device and Atomic time.
 

  GoPro App -  Used to sync the GoPro clocks to the tablet’s clock via WiFi.
 

  Tower -  Use this to plan your automated survey flights and upload them to the Solo.
 

   3DR Services -  Performs automated background tasks for Tower.

  Solo App  -  Use this to alter your Solo’s basic flight performance parameters.

About the Apps...

About the Cameras...

There are a lot of different applications involved in this process and it’s easy to get confused. 
The app you will use the most is Tower. This will allow you to plan your flights and monitor them in progress.
Second most important is the GoPro App, which you will use to time sync your cameras before each flight.
The Solo App is only necessary for altering the Solo’s flight performance settings.
Finally, 3DR Services performs a number of automated background tasks for Tower, but never requires any interac-
tion on your part.

Your two GoPro cameras are modified specifically for agricultural survey use. They are not suited to be used as a 
regular stock GoPro.
The NIR camera captures near infrared light, which is invisible to the human eye. Near infrared light is strongly 
reflected by healthy vegetation and is a good indicator of crop health. Near infrared images are used to generate the 
most valuable crop data products through FarmLens.
The RGB camera captures color in the regular visual spectrum. This is used to generate a regular color map of your 
field, which is useful for comparing actual crop colors to your other data products.
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First-Time Setup

C)  Mandatory Settings in Tower

B)  Mandatory Settings in the Solo App
1. Connect to Solo
2. Go to the upper left menu > Settings > Solo 
3. Change Altitude Limits to 122 meters (400 feet) by clicking ‘Altitude Limits’ then scrolling to ‘122.0 M’.
4. Change Flight to ‘Very Fast’. In the ‘Solo’ menu go to ‘Performance’ and move the top bar all the way 
to the right.
5. Change Camera Pan to ‘Very Slow’ by moving the bottom bar all the way to the left.

1. Open Tower
2. In the top left menu go to Settings > Telemetry Connection Type > and select UDP

Warning
Your drone must remain within line of site and below 400 feet altitude at all times while executing a sur-
vey flight. You also must be on the lookout for manned aircraft. If a manned aircraft encroaches on your 
airspace, it is your responsibility to avoid it at all costs. 
Please refer to the FAA guidlines here: https://www.faa.gov/uas/
If new to UAV’s, the included AMA document is also helpful. See AMA Guidlines - page 23

D)  Pair Android Device

A)  Charge Your Cameras
Your cameras do not come charged. You will need to charge them before use with the included GoPro 
USB charging cable.

 !  Before attempting to use the Agribotix Survey System, please learn how to operate your Solo. 
Refer to the Solo-specific documentation included in your kit and Solo information portal
(http://3drobotics.com/kb/solo).

Pair Solo WiFi to Android Device and Update Solo Software (see the instructions in the Solo Setup Guide).

E)  Pair Cameras
Pair cameras to the GoPro App. To do this, open the GoPro app on your Android device, tap ‘Connect 
Your Camera”, tap the the ‘+’ sign, then follow the instructions in the app.

 !  Tower uses metric units by default. Although it can be changed to imperial, we recommend that you 
stay with metric because most of Tower’s features and options are based upon metric units.
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Step 2.  Before Leaving for the Field

1A)  Sync Android Device to Atomic Time

1B)  Get Maps of Flight Area 
This is only necessary if your Android device does not have cellular or internet reception at your flight 
location. Normally, Tower has access to a variety of web-based maps such as Google Maps. Without internet
access, you will need to store the maps for that area on your device by caching them in the Tablet's 
memory.  In order to do this firstly you will need your Tablet to be connected to the internet (it can be in a 
different location than the intended flight.  Next open the Tower app on your Tablet and navigate to the area
 that you will be fly the Solo.  Zoom in to the desired zoom level over the area you want to fly.  If you are flying 
in multiple areas, move the map over each of the area individually.  Next while Tower is open drag down the
 Android menu from the top of the screen, and disable Wifi.  This will allow Tower to store the maps in the
temporary memory.  Note: This is not a permanent save, and the map data will be deleted automatically when
the tablet is powered off.

A critical part about this process is that the time on your camera must precisely match the time on your 
Android Device. This is necessary so FarmLens Uploader can correctly format your imagery when you are 
uploading. This time syncing is described below.

You can set up your Android device to automatically sync to atomic time whenever it is on a WiFi or 
cellular network. You can then use the application ClockSync to see the exact offset between the Android 
device’s time and Atomic time.

1. Go to the Settings for your Android Device then System > Date & Time > and turn on ‘Automatic date & 
time’.
2. To check the time offset, open ClockSync and see the ‘Local offset’ value. This must be under 1 second.
3. If not under 1 second, go to Android device Settings > Date & Time > and switch ‘Automatic date & 
time’ off and then back on.
4. If the offset will not drop under 1 second, restart the Android device and check the offset again in 
Clock Sync. If still over 1 second, try the above sequence again.
IF YOUR DEVICE CANNOT BE SYNCED TO ATOMIC TIME… You must ensure that the camera time matches 
the Android device’s time during flight. Please ensure that your Android device is not connected to any 
WiFi, Bluetooth, or cellular network before syncing with the camera time. Syncing the camera to the 
Android device will be explained later in a later step.
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Step 2.  In Field, Before Flight

2A)  Sync Camera Times to Android Device 

 2B)  Prepare the Camera for Flight  
1. Choose a camera type. Use the RGB camera to get a regular color map of your field. Use the NIR camera 
to get more advanced field maps which will accentuate the most and least healthy areas of your field. 
2. Turn the GoPro on by holding down the power button for 2 seconds. It will beep to confirm it has 
started.
3. Power on the Solo without the camera installed.
4. Start the shutter on the camera. Make sure it is set to Time-Lapse > Multi-shot > 2 Seconds and has started.
5. Install the GoPro into the Solo’s gimbal. Don’t plug the mini-HDMI cable into the side of the camera.

Note: The mini-HDMI cable can sometimes cause the GoPro to freeze mid-flight. 
6. Using the Solo’s controller, orient the gimbal to 0º, so that it points straight down.

1. Turn on the GoPro.
2. Open the GoPro app on your Android device.
3. Select ‘Connect Your Camera’ at the top of the screen.
FIRST TIME CONNECTION
4. Select ‘HERO4’ and follow the instructions on screen. If you have previously connected a different cam-
era, you may need to select ‘Choose A Device’ and then ‘Add New Device’, before selecting ‘HERO4’.
5. Once the WiFi connection is established, press on the Settings button (wrench icon) and then scroll 
down and press "Set Date and Time."  A check mark should appear on the screen confirming sync.
6. If the Android device fails to detect the GoPro despite following the above instructions, turn both 
devices on and off and redo the above steps. Simply power cycling the systems will often work out any 
bugs.
7. Once the time is synchronized, turn off the camera’s WiFi by pressing the wrench button on the side of 
the camera.
8. DO NOT turn off the cameras between the time you sync them and the conclusion of the flight.
REGULAR CONNECTION
4. Turn on the camera’s WiFi with the small black wrench button on the side of the camera.
5. On the Android device, select ‘Choose A Device’. Then select the name you gave to your camera during 
the first connection.
6. The Android device will automatically detect your camera and you should see a video feed displayed 
from your camera. As soon as the camera is connected, press on the Settings button (wrench icon) and 
then scroll down and press "Set Date and Time."  A check mark should appear on the screen confirming 
sync.
7. Once the time is synchronized, turn off the camera’s WiFi by pressing the wrench button on the side of 
the camera.
8. DO NOT turn off the cameras between the time you sync them and the conclusion of the flight.
IF YOU HAVE PROBLEMS…
Power off and restart everything. On the Android device, ensure WiFi is turned on. On the GoPro, reset 
the WiFi by navigating to Setup > Camera Reset > Reset Wifi and reconnect your camera as a new device.
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 2D)  Plan a Flight with Tower 

 2C)  Connect Android Device to the Solo 
This is done through the Solo controller’s WiFi network.
1. The controller must be turned on.
2. Go to Settings for your Android device.
3. Select WiFi, then ‘SoloLink_xxxxxx’
4. Turn on Solo on the ground and at its takeoff location.
5. Open Tower and tap ‘Connect’ at the bottom of the window.
6. When the connection has been successfully made, ‘Connect’ will be replaced by ‘Arm’ and ‘Dronie’.

You will establish the boundary of your survey area and a survey pattern will automatically be generated 
for that area. You can then set parameters for the survey pattern specific to your mission. 
For an overview of Tower features, see Tower Features, Detailed - page 13.

1. Use the compass button to center the map in Tower to your GPS location (circled in red below)

2. Click the 3 horizontal lines in the top left corner of the Tower app
3. Click “Editor” (circled in blue above).
4. When the editor window is open, click the squiggly line (circled in red below)
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5. Click Waypoint and then Survey.

6. Use your finger to draw the outline of the area to be mapped.  Tower will automatically determine the 
flight path and waypoints.  The survey area should extend approximately 20 meters (65 feet) beyond the 
edge of the target area on all sides.
Also not the distance and flight time (green circle). The Solo can fly for 20 minutes maximum.

      Note:  For flight efficiency, make the shape as direct as possible to the area that you desire to cover
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7. If you are not satisfied with the flight path, use the trash can to clear the mission and begin again at 
step 5.
 
8. Click the Survey Polygon (circled in red below) and the flight parameter screen will open .

9. Recommended Flight Settings:
a. Camera:  Canon S110/S120 (this is the lens profile to match the customized camera)
b. Hatch Angle:  This can be used to change the flight direction (Example:  Fly East-West vs. North-
South).  Set the hatch angle to fly most efficiently based on the area you have selected to cover.  
The optimal direction is perpendicular to the wind.  If wind conditions are light or do not exist, set 
the hatch angle to orient for the fewest switchbacks in the route
c. Flight Altitude:  328 feet (roughly 100 meters) – this is an ideal balance between flight time 
efficiency and camera resolution.  For flights requiring a higher camera resolution, fly a lower alti-
tude.  Always ensure that the altitude will allow for safe and legal operation of the vehicle.
d. Overlap:  This setting is not used.
e. Sidelap:  80% is recommended for best results.  This determines the width of the flight path and 
the amount of side to side overlap of the photos.
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10. Once the mission is planned, click the 3 vertical dots in the top right corner of the Tower app and 
select “Upload Mission”.

11. A prompt will pop-up:  “Do you want to append a Take-Off and RTL to your mission?” ->  Always Click 
OK.

a. This will tell the vehicle that its current position is the Take-Off and Return to Launch point
b. Note:  In the Settings menu of the Tower App, this prompt can be eliminated by setting this 
feature to “Always”

i. To access and change this setting:  Click the 3 horizontal bars in the top left corner of the 
Tower app and select “Settings”, then “User Interface”, then “Preference Dialogs” and then 
“Auto insert ‘TakeOff’ and ‘RTL’/’Land’ to mission.”  When the pop-up opens, select Always.
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12. When the mission coordinates have been saved to the vehicle, a verbal command will be given from 
the tablet (if the volume is turned up):  “Waypoints saved to drone”. Also, where there was previously 
a single green square icon representing the survey pattern, you will now see an icon for each individual 
command and waypoint.

13. After seeing these indicators that the survey has been successfully loaded to the drone, turn on and 
engage the camera by pressing the shutter button once.

14. Step a safe distance away from the vehicle.



16. When you are ready to fly, click on the “Arm” button.  A “Slide to Arm” bar will then appear in the 
middle of the screen.  Slide the bar to the right with your finger (similar to unlocking an Apple device)

15. Click the 3 horizontal bars in the top left corner of the Tower app and select “Flight Data”.
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17. After Solo has armed and the motors are spinning, click on the “Auto” button.  A “slide to take off in 
auto” bar will then appear in the middle of the screen.  Slide the bar to the right with your finger (similar 
to unlocking an Apple device).  Solo will then proceed to the first waypoint and begin the autonomous 
mission.

2E)  Save the Flight Plan
You can save flight plan files for later use.
1. In the Editor view, go to the right side menu    and select ‘Export to file’.
2. Type in your file name and hit ‘OK’ to save this file for later use.
3. To reload your file into the Tower Editor, select ‘Import from file’ from the right side menu.
4. If you previously flew another mission and are flying this mission immediately afterward, disconnect 
and reconnect to the drone through Tower. This marks the end of the previous flight’s telemetry log and 
the beginning of a new one. This is important for image processing so that a single telemetry log can be 
matched up with the corresponding set of photos.

 2F)  Fly the Survey
Launch the Solo and switch to ‘Auto’ flight mode so it carries out the survey.

2G)  Complete
1. After landing, remove the camera from the gimbal, stop it from taking pictures, and 
check to confirm that it took pictures during the flight.
2. disconnect from Solo in Tower. Select ‘Disconnect’ from the top right menu.
3. Your survey flight is complete and you may turn off the Solo and GoPro.
4. If flying another survey mission immediately after, disconnect, then reconnect to the 
Solo in Tower.
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 Step 3.  Multiple Battery Mission

9. You may repeat these steps as many times as necessary to complete the full field. 

4. When Solo RTLs on low battery, be sure to remember the last waypoint number that was completed.

This step is used when the desired field is too large for the drone to survey with a single battery.  
In a multiple battery mission the drone will return to Home and have its battery changed one or more
times and then continue on until the survey is complete.

1. Start the GoPro camera and sync the time with the Tablet using the GoPro app normally.

2. Follow the steps outlined in 2D, and plan a mission as normal.

5. Take the GoPro camera out of the Solo. You may leave the shutter running, or stop the shutter. 
 Note: be sure not to stop the shutter for longer than 3 minutes when doing a multiple battery mission.

6. Change the battery in the Solo and wait for Tower to reconnect.

8. Start the shutter on the GoPro in Time Lapse mode if not already running, and place the camera into 
Solo.  Takeoff and make sure Solo is at a safe altitude, then switch to Auto.  Press the 3 dots on the 
control panel in Tower to reveal the waypoint options.  Select the waypoint where Solo last left off on the 
previous battery, and Solo will fly there.  You may slide this number or tap it which will allow you to type 
in a number.
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3. Fly the mission as normal while paying extra attention to the battery.



Step 4.  Process Imagery

1. If you have GoPro Studio installed on your PC (not required for this process), make sure it will NOT 
automatically import photos. In GoPro Studio, go to GoPro Importer > General > and deselect ‘Use GoPro 
Studio to import…’

test@test.com

2. Extract the Micro SD card from your camera. 

3. Use the Micro SD adaptor to insert the SD card into a Windows PC. 
Ensure the adaptor is not locked.

4. Ensure your Android device settings enable data transfer via USB 

In this process, you will use FarmLens Uploader to tag each photo with GPS coordinates. This allows each 
picture to be accurately placed when being combined to create a field map. FarmLens Uploader does 
this by comparing the time of that image to when it was taken during the flight, which it can ascertain 
using the flight log recorded on your Android device through Tower. This is why your Android device must 
maintain a link to the Solo throughout it’s flight.

connection and plug the Android device into a USB port of the same Windows PC. 

5. Open FarmLens Uploader.

6. If FarmLens Uploader detects an Android device, the Android icon at the bottom of the window will 
turn green (red circle). 
If your Android device is not detected or FarmLens Uploader reports that it cannot find the correct flight 
log, unplug it, close all programs, restart it, and try again.

7. The ‘History’ button (blue circle) will take you to FarmLens to view your previous uploads.
‘Support’ (purple circle) takes you to an FAQ web page.
The FarmLens Uploader interface has four windows: Images, Utilities, Clock, and Settings. 
You will only need to use Images to upload your image sets. Simply follow the instructions in the four 
Steps.
For additional instructions, click ‘Help’ (green circle). 
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Tips for Great Surveys
• Perfectly clear skies or completely overcast. No distinct cloud shadows.
• Minimal wind.
• Survey area covers 20 meters beyond the edge of the target field.
• Always stop and start the camera and Tower in between consecutive survey flights. 
  (1 minute latency for the cameras)
• Ensure Tower has a good telemetry connection to Solo throughout the flight, at least 75%.

8.  When you get to Step 2 of the upload process, input a time offset of ‘0’. With other Agribotix systems, 
it is necessary to input a time offset here, but since your camera time was synced with the Android de-
vice, the time offset will be zero.

When Finished...

Your upload will begin and you will be taken back to Step 1 of the Flight Upload procedure. You can moni-
tor your upload in the bottom left corner of the window.

About 4 hours after your upload is complete, you will receive an email informing you your results are 
ready for viewing.
You can then log into FarmLens to see your results and download them as you please.
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